Frequent pattern mining from data streams is an active research topic in data mining. Existing research efforts often rely on a two-phase framework to discover frequent patterns: (1) using internal data structures to store meta-patterns obtained by scanning the stream data; and (2) re-mining the meta-patterns to finalize and output frequent patterns. The defectiveness of such a two-phase framework lies in the fact that the two stages provide barriers to dynamically and immediately finding frequent patterns with online functionalities. It is expected that a single-phase algorithm can fulfil frequent pattern mining from data streams in such a way that the users can see patterns in an immediate and dynamic manner, as soon as the patterns have become frequent. In this paper, we propose INSTANT, a single-phase algorithm for discovering frequent itemsets from data streams. The theoretical foundation of INSTANT is based on a framework theory on a set of itemsets, which is also presented in the paper. The novel design of INSTANT ensures that it employs compact data structures to mine frequent patterns from data streams in a single phase. Our experimental results demonstrate the time and space efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Mining frequent itemsets from data streams is an important and challenging data mining problem. Although itemsets in data streams may be treated as relational tuples of a static database, knowledge discovery from data streams is more difficult than mining from traditional transaction databases, because transactions in data streams arrive in large volumes at an unanticipated rate. It is obvious that multi-pass mining algorithms, such as Apriori [1] , are not suitable for online stream-data mining.
Recent research efforts on mining frequent itemsets from data streams have mainly been motivated by the need to develop efficient in-memory data structures and improve time efficiency and space usage [2] [3] [4] . For online mining of changes in data streams, an immediate or real-time response is often imposed on the underlying algorithms, which means that any emerging data items in the data streams must be processed in an efficient way. In addition, the results generated by the algorithms should be immediately available to users. In general, such an online nature imposes extra space requirements in comparison with mining from static databases. For applications that involve a large number of data streams, such extra space and real-time requirements could be fatal, as they can easily consume all system resources and bring difficulties to the underlying mining tasks. Therefore, the mining algorithms must provide effective strategies for tolerating system overload. It is a challenging task to realize load shedding while trying to minimize the degradation in accuracy [2] .
Motivated by the above challenges, we propose in this paper an algorithm, called INSTANT, which provides an effective solution for mining data streams in an online fashion. The performance of the proposed algorithm is then be verified in a series of experiments.
Related work
Mining frequent itemsets from databases was first addressed by Agrawal et al. [5] in 1993, and since then, the well-known a priori property that all nonempty sub-itemsets of a frequent itemset must be frequent, has become the foundation of many frequent itemset mining algorithms. In 1999, Pasquier et al. [6] provided an improved theory that all nonempty closed sub-itemsets of a frequent closed itemset must be frequent as well. Following this theory, many other algorithms for closed itemset mining have been proposed [7, 8] . Han et al. [9] proposed an FP-Tree method in 2000 which was the first effort in mining frequent itemsets without candidate generation. The data structure adopted in FP-Tree has now been extended to many other areas including mining data streams [10, 11] . In 2001, Zhang and Wu [12] discussed the problem of data partitioning in large databases and presented a model for aggregation of association rules from different data subsets by weighting.
Chi et al. [13] proposed an algorithm called MOMENT in 2004, which uses a sliding window to mine closed frequent itemsets from continuous streaming data, where an internal data structure called CET is used to store and monitor closed itemsets and boundary nodes. Although most streamdata mining methods, such as FTP-DS proposed by Teng [10] , adopt sliding windows to alleviate the huge data volume imposed by continuous data streams, Li et al. [11] designed a DSM-FI method to mine frequent itemsets over the entire historical stream data. DSM-FI extends prefix trees [9] for compact pattern representation, and adopts a typical top-down frequent itemset discovery scheme. Manku and Motwani [14] presented an algorithm based on lossy counting that might have been the first effort to mine frequent itemsets over the entire streaming data. As a common feature of the above methods, internal data structures are often required to store historical meta-patterns obtained through data scanning. When a user initiates a request for mining results, extra processes are created to re-mine the internal data structures.
Giannella et al. [15] presented an approximation algorithm for mining frequent itemsets over arbitrary time intervals, which used a data structure called FP-Stream to maintain historical knowledge such as itemset frequencies. Zhang and Zhang [16] extended the LPF (Linear Potential Function) algorithm to approximate propagation in Bayesian networks. Chang and Lee [17] developed an algorithm for maintaining frequent itemsets in stream data under the assumption that each transaction carries a weight which is related to its age, allowing transactions with different ages to be processed by different approaches. These methods make it possible to handle very large or even infinite data streams in an approximate manner. In addition, Asai et al. [18] provided an online algorithm called StreamT that aims at mining patterns from semi-structured stream data such as XML data. In comparison with all of the above methods, our effort in this paper aims at developing an efficient singlephase algorithm for finding and outputing frequent itemsets from data streams.
Contributions
Our target in this paper is to dynamically mine continuous data streams and instantly output frequent patterns once they have become frequent in the stream data. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
(1) A transaction in a data stream can be represented as an itemset [1, 11, 13] , and all transactions in the data stream can therefore be treated as a set of itemsets. We analyse the deficiency of traditional set operators in designing efficient mining algorithms, and define various unique operators called sub-operators on the algebra space of the set of itemsets. These sub-operators have many good properties and can be applied to our stream-data mining algorithm.
(2) We present a new single-phase algorithm for frequent itemset mining from data streams, called INSTANT, with guaranteed space and time efficiencies. In comparison with existing algorithms, the proposed effort maintains itemsets at different support levels. It will immediately output an itemset as soon as the itemset becomes frequent, without extra transitional structures such as Closed Enumeration Trees (CET) which are commonly used to reconstruct frequent itemsets. This unique property provides INSTANT with an obvious online advantage in mining continuous data streams.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the research problem. Section 3 addresses the theoretical foundation on the framework of a set of itemsets and its corresponding operators. The detailed description and a running example of INSTANT are presented in Section 4. We report experimental results in Section 5, and our conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
Problem statement
A tuple in a transaction database can be represented by an itemset [1, 5, 13] . Similarly, a data stream can be regarded as a series of itemsets that occur continuously over time. In reality, a data stream can be too large to be fully sorted in memory, but it is always possible to sort the items in each transaction due to the limited number of items in it, and sorted transactions can be processed much more efficiently than the unsorted itemsets. Let α = = a 1 a 2 , ..., a m and β = = b 1 b 2 … b n be two sorted itemsets on an underlying full itemset I, such that a i ∈ I (i = = 1, 2, …, m) and b j ∈ I (j = = 1, 2, … , n). We say that β contains α, denoted by α ⊆ β, if there exist integers k 1 <k 2 <…<k m in [1, n] such that a i = = b ki (i = = 1, 2, …, m). For the sake of convenience, we formalize our research problem as follows. Let I = = {i 1 , i 2 , … , i m } be a set of distinct literals, called items. We assume that there is a predefined order among these items, which might, for example, be the ID number of each item or the alphabetic order of the item names. Let D = = {α 1 , α 2 , …, α n , …} denote an infinite data stream with every tuple representing a transaction. A transaction α i is modelled into a sorted itemset, such that every element of α i belongs to I (i = = 1, 2, …), and each transaction is associated with a unique transaction identifier, called TID, which increases over time. Due to the continuous nature of a data stream, we adopt two different support measures for a sorted itemset α i : (1) Ssup(α i ), which is the number of times that α i has occurred so far in the data stream; and (2) Tsup(α i ), which denotes the true support count, i.e. the number of times that α i occurs in all transactions of the data stream. It is obvious that Ssup(α i ) ≤ Tsup(α i ). In general, it is difficult or impossible to get Tsup(α i ) due to the dynamic nature of the data stream, but obtaining Ssup(α i ) is feasible in a limited amount of time and can be treated as an estimated frequency of α i in the whole data stream.
Given a user-specified minimum support count Msup and a data stream D, our objective is to develop a single-pass algorithm that instantly discovers and outputs maximal frequent itemsets in an on-line manner. To achieve this objective, we have designed INSTANT, which finds maximal frequent itemsets in a data stream and outputs them immediately they become frequent (i.e. as soon as Tsup ≥ Msup).
Sub-operators on itemsets
In this section, we provide formal definitions for the important terms used in this paper, and specify useful operators that will be used to design our mining algorithm.
Definition 1. Itemset
Let I = = {i 1 , i 2 , …, i m } be a set of literals, called items. An arbitrary subset of I can be called an Itemset defined on I. We say that an itemset β contains another itemset α if α ⊆ β. In this case, we also call α a sub-itemset of β, while β is a super-itemset of α.
Definition 2. Set of maximal itemsets
Given a set of itemsets S on I, S is a set of maximal itemsets on I if ∀α 1 ,α 2 ∈ S, such that α 1 ⊄ _ α 2 and α 2 ⊄ _ α 1 .
Definition 3. Set of maximal frequent itemsets
Given a minimum support count Msup, a set of itemsets S on I is called a set of frequent itemsets if ∀α ∈ S, Ssup(α) ≥ Msup, where Ssup (α) is the number of times that α has occurred in the data stream so far. In addition, S is also called a set of maximal frequent itemsets if S is both a set of frequent itemsets and a set of maximal itemsets.
Note that if W = = { s 1 , s 2 , …, s n } is a collection of all sets of itemsets on I, providing operators between two sets of itemsets in W is a complex and interesting issue. For example, assuming s 1 = = {AB, CD} and s 2 = = {ABCD, CDEF}, with the general set operator intersection (∩), we have s 1 ∩ s 2 = = Φ. However, such a result is insufficient to characterize the relation between s 1 and s 2 . Some potential relations between s 1 and s 2 , such as belong (∈), contain (⊆), intersection (∩), union (∪) and so on, also need re-definition.
Definition 4. Sub-operators between sets of itemsets
Assuming α is an itemset on I, and s 1 and s 2 are two sets of itemsets on I, we define the following sub-operators: The above sub-operators on sets of itemsets have many merits, and the following theorem shows that an algebra framework space on sets of itemsets can therefore be established.
Theorem 1.
Given an underlying item set I, assuming W contains all sets of itemsets on I, then (W; ∩ sub , ∪ sub ) is a framework which satisfies the idempotent law, commutative law, associative law and distributive law.
Proof.
(1) Idempotent law:
This law holds by the definitions of ∩ sub and ∪ sub .
Here we only prove the first part; the second part can be proven in a similar way.
(s 1 ∩ sub s 2 ) ∩ sub s 3 = = {α| α ∈ sub (s 1 ∩ sub s 2 ), and α ∈ sub s 3 } = = {α |α ∈ sub s 1 and α ∈ sub s 2 and α ∈ sub s 3 } = = {α |α ∈ sub s 1 , and α ∈ sub (s 2 ∩ sub s 3 )} = = s 1 ∩ sub (s 2 ∩ sub s 3 ).
(4) Distributive law:
We only prove the first part; again, the second part can be proven in a similar way.
s 1 ∩ sub (s 2 ∪ sub s 3 ) = = {α|α ∈ sub s 1 , and α ∈ sub (s 2 ∪ sub s 3 )} = = {α |α ∈ sub s 1 , and (α ∈ sub s 2 or α ∈ sub s 3 )} = = {α |(α ∈ sub s 1 and α ∈ sub s 2 ) or (α ∈ sub s 1 and α ∈ sub s 3 )} = = (s 1 ∩ sub s 2 ) ∪ sub (s 1 ∩ sub s 2 ). This theorem provides a theoretical foundation for the algebraic properties of the above defined sub-operators.
The INSTANT (maxImal frequeNt So-far Itemset mAiNTainer) algorithm
In this section, we present the main procedures of INSTANT for discovering maximal frequent itemsets from data streams.
Description of INSTANT
Given a continuous data stream, a user-specified minimum support count δ, and a shedding condition, INSTANT consists of the following four steps:
• Step 1: generate a sorted itemset α from the current transaction of the data stream.
• Step 2: form new frequent itemsets and update the set of frequent itemsets.
• Step 3: modify information about infrequent elements and their supports based on α.
• Step 4: execute a shedding plan to maintain search efficiency and memory usage.
Steps 1 and 2 must be performed online when new itemsets arrive.
Step 3 can be conducted as a background process.
Step 4 can take place periodically or on an as-needed basis. Figure 1 shows the pseudo code of INSTANT.
As shown in Figure 1 , INSTANT first reads a transaction from the data stream, converts it into a sorted itemset α, and then decides which steps to proceed to based on the value of α ∈ sub F. If α ∈ sub F, it means that α or a superset of α has been processed as a frequent itemset before, and therefore it has no effect on the frequent patterns and no action should be taken; otherwise, there is a possibility of generating and outputing new frequent itemsets based on α's occurrence. In the latter case, INSTANT calls Make_Frequent_Itemsets() to generate frequent itemsets. In addition, INSTANT also calls Maintain_information() to maintain the support information of itemsets in memory. In the case that the system's performance degrades, INSTANT will call Data_shedder to abandon some out-ofdate itemsets from the memory. Because data shedding is not the main objective of this paper, we omit the technical details of this function, and interested readers may refer to the literature [2, 4] for details. The experiments in Section 5 do not make use of any shedding mechanism, in order to provide a fair comparison with the competing algorithms in the same data environment. If one of α's sub-itemsets γ exists, then γ now becomes frequent. Meanwhile, if γ has not been processed before, it is output and inserted into the set of maximal frequent itemsets F. Note that it is necessary to prune γ's sub-itemsets from F before γ is inserted into F, because we are only interested in the maximal itemsets in F. Figure 3 presents the pseudo code for maintaining infrequent itemsets when a new transaction α arrives. We adopt a hierarchical mechanism to update statistical values. That is, itemsets with higher supports are always processed before those with lower supports. When α or one of its superitemsets is found in a higher-support group, the maintenance will be terminated and there is no longer a need to maintain it in the lower-support groups. Our experimental results in Section 5 will demonstrate the merits of this hierarchical maintenance mechanism.
A running example of INSTANT
In this subsection, we simulate a continuous transaction data stream, and demonstrate the major steps of INSTANT in mining maximal frequent itemsets. Table 1 shows the dynamic process of INSTANT with the sample data.
Theoretical assurance of INSTANT
INSTANT maintains the set of maximal itemsets to ensure search efficiency and a low memory usage. The following analysis provides a theoretical assurance.
Theorem 2.
After an itemset is processed by INSTANT, for any i = = 1, 2, … , δ−1, the support counts of all itemsets in U[i] are exactly equal to i, where δ is the minimum support count.
prune elements in F which ∈ sub {γ}; insert γ into F; endif; endfor; Figure 2 . The procedure for generating frequent itemsets.
Precedure Maintain_information(α α, U) According to (a) and (b), we can conclude that Theorem 2 holds for any n = = 1, 2, … , δ-1. Figure 3 indicates that β n is inserted into U[i] only if the following criteria are met: Fig. 1 ) Fig. 3) . Fig. 3) ; insert α into U [1] (as Fig. 3) .
Theorem 3. After an itemset is processed by INSTANT, U[i] is a set of maximal itemsets for any
i = = 1, 2, …, δ−1.
Within INSTANT, U[i] is updated by Maintain_information().
abcd {ac} {abc,acd} {abcd} Insert ac into F (as Fig. 2) ; prune ac from U [2] ; insert abc, acd into U [2] (as . Fig. 3) ; prune abc, acd from U [1] ; insert α into U [1] (as. Fig. 3 ).
abd {ac,ab,ad} {abc,acd,abd} {abcd} Insert ab, ad into F (as . Fig. 2) ; insert abd intoU [2] (as. Fig. 3 ).
abcd {abc,acd,abd} {abcd} Φ Prune ac, ab, ad from F; insert abc, acd, abd into F (as . Fig. 2) ; prune abc, acd, abd from U [2] ; insert abcd intoU [2] (as . Fig. 3) ; prune abcd fromU [1] (as. Fig. 3 ). . Fig. 2) ; prune abcd from U [2] (as . Fig. 3) ; insert α into U [1] (as Fig. 3 ).
abcefhl No change {abce} {abcde, abcefhl } Insert abce into U [2] (as . Fig. 3) ; insert α into U [1] (as. Fig. 3 ).
For α 1 , α 2 ∈ U i n :
(i) When α 1 ∈ U i n-1 and α 2 ∈ U i n-1 , according to the induction hypothesis, we can conclude that α 1 ⊄ _ α 2 and α 2 ⊄ _ α 1
(ii) When α 1 = = β n and α 2 ∈ U i n-1 , by (1), we have α 1 = = β n ∉ sub U i n-1 , i.e. α 1 ⊄ _ α 2 ; and by (2), α 2 ∉ sub {β n } for α 2 ∈ U i n , i.e. α 2 ⊄ _ β n = = α 1 ;
(iii) When α 1 ∈ U i n-1 and α 2 = = β n , by (1), we have α 2 = = β n ∉ sub U i n-1 , i.e. α 2 ⊄ _ α 1 ; and by (2), α 1 ∉ sub {β n } for α 1 ∉ U i n , i.e. α 1 .⊄ _ β n = = α 2 .
Therefore, for any α 1 , α 1 ∉ U i n , we have α 1 ⊄ _ α 2 and α 2 ⊄ _ α 1 in all cases, which means that U i n is a set of maximal itemsets.
According to (a) and (b), we can conclude that Theorem 3 holds for all i = = 1, 2, …, δ−1.
Theorem 4.
INSTANT keeps F as a set of maximal frequent itemsets at any time.
Proof. We can also use mathematical induction to prove this theorem by using a similar method to that used to prove Theorem 3. Theorems 3 and 4 indicate that INSTANT keeps F and all U [i] i=1, 2, …), in memory as the two sets of maximal itemsets, which have the minimum redundancy without losing any useful information from the data stream.
Empirical studies on INSTANT
In this section, we report our empirical results. All experiments were implemented in C++ and compiled with g++ 3.2.2 on a PC with a 2.8 GHz CPU, 1 GB RAM and the Redhat Linux 9.0 operating system.
To evaluate the performance of INSTANT, we compare it with two representative stream-data mining algorithms: MOMENT [13] and DSM_FI [11] . MOMENT aims at mining closed frequent itemsets from a data stream. It is similar to our method in maintaining special (either closed or maximal) itemsets. DSM-FI is an algorithm for mining all frequent itemsets over the entire data stream and can be treated as a typical algorithm using tree patterns in stream-data mining.
The datasets used in our experiments were artificially generated in the same way as in [1, 13] . Three parameters were used to generate the data: the number of transactions Ntrans, the average size of transactions Tlen, and the number of distinct items Nitems. Table 2 gives the names and main features of our datasets. The results in Figure 4 demonstrate that INSTANT has a relatively stable running time with increasing size of the dataset, while the running time of MOMENT' and DSM-FI grows considerably. The stable running time of INSTANT comes from its efficient storage and hierarchical maintainance structure of the maximal itemsets. For low support values, all maximal itemsets are sorted into a small number of groups but the size of frequent itemsets in every group may be large. On the other hand, with high support values, all maximal itemsets are sorted into a large number of groups but the size of frequent itemsets in every group is actually small. Therefore, INSTANT should be a better solution, compared to MOMENT and DSM-FI, for handling large-scale data streams. Figure 5 provides a running time comparison between INSTANT and MOMENT using the same dataset (D100kT20I10k) with different minimum support values.
Experiment 2.
The results in Figure 5 show that INSTANT has a more constant running time than MOMENT when the minimum support value decreases. Many algorithms, such as Apriori [1] and MOMENT [13] , expect to reduce time and space expenses by using large support values. However, increasing the minimum support value will negatively impact the mining results. The larger the minimum support value, the lower the number of generated patterns is, and as a result, the higher the risk of losing useful patterns. From this point of view, INSTANT is a better solution in mining data streams with low support values.
Experiment 3. Figure 6 shows the maximum memory usages of INSTANT in comparison with MOMENT and DSM-FI, over the full range of datasets used. than MOMENT. In fact, INSTANT only stores maximal itemsets in the data stream that can be ensured by the theorems in Section 4.3. Theoretically speaking, given all items in I, the size of all closed itemsets on I is smaller than the size of all possible itemsets, but larger than its maximal itemsets [7, 17] . As the number of items recorded in MOMENT is much larger than the number of closed itemsets in a given data stream [13] , it is understandable that INSTANT consumes less memory than MOMENT. Figure 7 . Figure 7 demonstrates that INSTANT's maximal processing time for a transaction is shorter than that of MOMENT, and is fairly stable with continuous data arrival. From the point of view of memory usage, INSTANT can also better control main memory consumption than MOMENT in a continuous data stream, and so has a better adaptive ability to large-scale data streams.
In addition, we have also verified the correctness of the mining results from INSTANT by a series of experiments. Our experiments on INSTANT in this paper have not used any approximation techniques such as data shedding, and so no precision should have been lost in our experiments. In fact, when comparing the mining results of INSTANT with the patterns produced by the generator in [1] and with the results generated by Apriori [1] from all of our data sets, these results are fully consistent.
Conclusions
We have proposed in this paper an algorithm called INSTANT, based on operators on itemsets, intended to discover frequent itemsets from data streams. INSTANT is a single-phase mining algorithm with a solid theoretical foundation. In comparison with traditional two-phase data mining approaches, which store meta-patterns and re-mine internal data structures to finalize mining results, INSTANT can produce the mining results in an instant way with one data scan only. The experimental comparisons have shown that INSTANT has good time and space efficiencies both with increases of the data stream scale and decreases of the minimum support value.
To further improve our work, we are working on load shedding and estimation. As continuous and high-speed data streams can easily consume system resources, a good load shedding scheme is a necessity for the underlying stream-data mining algorithm to decide when and how to leverage the memory usages. 
